
 

 

Unit 4 – My home Road Map 

In this unit you will 

investigate how to talk 

about your home and 

bedroom. The aims are as 

follows: 

LG1: Knowledge 

LG2: Application 

LG3: Skills 

Assessment Grades   

  

  

  

  

  

Themes Learning Goals/Outcomes/Content    

1. Les pays. LG1: to know the vocabulary for countries 

LG1: to know the rule for prepositions before countries and cities (à, en , au). 

LG2: to apply the knowledge to say where people live. 

   

2. Quelle est ta nationalité ? LG1: to know the vocabulary for nationalities and origins 

LG2: to apply the knowledge to say which nationality and origins people are. 

LG3: to use strategies to answer “true, false or not mentioned” questions. 

   

3. Les pays francophones. LG1: to know the location of francophone countries. 

LG2: to apply the knowledge to research factual and cultural information about 

francophone countries. 

LG3: to use deduction skills when reading. 

   

Formative assessment: reading 

tasks. 

LG3:  to use authentic sources and cultural knowledge to answer comprehension 

questions about different countries. 

   

4. Où habites-tu ? LG1: to know the vocabulary for types of accommodation and areas. 

LG2: to apply the knowledge to say in what area and place people live. 

LG3: to use picture description skills. 

   

5. Comment est ta maison ? LG1: to know the vocabulary for rooms and floors in the house. 

LG2: to apply the knowledge to describe your house. 

LG3: to use prior knowledge to enhance descriptions. 

   

6.  Dans ma chambre LG1: to know the vocabulary for bedroom furniture and items. 

LG1: to know prepositions to locate furniture. 

LG2: to apply the knowledge to describe your bedroom. 

LG3: to use synonyms to avoid repetition. 

   

Summative assessment: end of 

unit 

LG1: to know the vocabulary and grammar from this unit. 

LG3: to use listening, speaking, reading and writing exam skills to complete an end 

of unit assessment. 

   


